The group of all nonsingular matrices taking the set of ordered 1 by n r eal vectors onto itself is determined. It is sh own to be homomorphic to the sy mme tric group on n -1 lette rs. A si milar result is found for the s ub set of nonn egative vectors: its group is homomorphic to the symm e tric group on n lette rs. Key W ords: Vectors (ord ered , nonnegative), matrices (groups of).
1
Let V denote the set of all ordere d vec tors, and Vo the subset of nonnegative ones. Our purpose is to describe the groups of nonsingular matrices whi c h tak e V onto V, and Vo onto Vo, r es pectively.
We will need the following de finiti o n: where 7T is an element of the symmetric group Y' " (i.e., 7T is a permutation of 1,2, . . . , n), 7=(tlt2 . . . til) , and E i.j is the elementary matrix with 1 in the i, j position and 0 elsewhere. In other words, P 1T(7) is the permutation matrix corresponding to 7T with the 1 in the ith row replaced by ti for e ach 1 = 1,2, . , " n.
Our results are THEOREM 1. Let M(V) denote the group of all nonsingular matrices M such that VM = V (with a similar definitionfor M(Vo)). Then M(V)= {K-IP1T(7)K + yT€ :7T€Y n, 7T(n} = n; . 7 > 0; €yT "" -tn } M(Vo) = {K-IPJ7)K:7Td,,; 7 > O} where K ;s the matrix with ones on and below the main diagonal and zeros elsewhere, 7=(tlt2 . . . t n), and €= (1 1 . . . 1). THEOREM 2. Let D(7) = diag (tlt2 '" tJ for 7 .= (tl t2 . . . 
M(Vo) = K -W(S)K (2)
and our problem is r educed to describing M(S).
By c onsidering those vectors with exactly one 1 and othe rwise zero entries, it is easy to see that any matrix whic h takes all nonnegative vectors into nonnegative vectors is itself nonnegative. To be a member of M(S) both the matrix and its inverse must have that property. But a matrix and its inverse are both non· n e gative if and only if it has exactly .one positive entry in e ach row and column, i.e., if it is of the form P J T)
with T > O. Thus
M(S) = {P1T(7):7T€Yn; T> OJ.
Together with (2), this proves our description of be nonsinguiar. Clearly M(Vo) in Theorem l.
This is a homomorphism because
with ri=tisrr,(i) for i=1, 2, . . . , n (where T=(ti), (T= (Si), P = (ri». The kernel of lis the set of elements K-IPe(T)K which are taken into the identity permutation e. But Pe(T) = D(T) so that the kernel of I is No.
By the first law of homomorphism we conclude that the factor group M(V 0)/ No is isomorphic to Y n.
The case for V is slightly different. From (1) we see that aEV if and only if the first n -1 entries of aK-I are nonnegative. Let 5* be the set of such vectors. As before we get
By considering the vectors (0 0 . . . 0 ± 1) and those with exactly one 1 in the first n -1 positions and zeros elsewhere, we see that a matrix taking all elements of 5* into elements of 5* must have the form where Ao is a nonnegative matrix of order n-l.
For A to be a member of M(S*) its inverse must be of the same form. We have
and thus Ail l is required to be nonnegative. As before, we conclude from the fact that both Ao and Aj)1 are nonnegative that Ao=Prro(~o) _ 7ToEYn -J, To > 0 (with TO a 1 by n -1 vector).
Let 7TEY n be such that 7T(i) = 7T0(i) for i = 1, 2, . n-1 and 7T(n)= n. 
{3T). '
The only further restriction is that the element, d in the lower right"hand corner be nonzero so' that A will
. so we require that bn -jtf -tn. Since bl! = Eo{3T this can be written
Now we return to (3) and conclude that the elements of M (V) are exactly those of the form K -I AK restricted by (5). We note that EoK=E. Let whence and our restriction for non singularity becomes This completes the proof of Theorem l.
where A(7T)(i) = 7T(i) for i= 1,2, ... , n-l. This is well-defined, and is a homomorphism because A( 7T27Td
(with p as before), and
(Note that EyT -rn = (Eyi -t,,)(EY{ -i;).)
As before it is easy to show that the kernel of l'
is N whence M(V)/N == Y n-I, and Theorem 2 is proved.
The method of proof shows that similar results hold for
with L any nonsingular matrix. An exact solution in the Faxen approxim a tjon is give n for th e Lamm equation in which the sedimentation coe ffi cie nt is re lated to co nce ntration as s = so(1-kc). It is s hown th a t the solution in this case can be expressed in term s of th e so luti on to th e lin ear case (k= 0) with a modified argument. Th e bound a ry s ha rpe nin g .phe nomenon expresses itself very clearly in the soluti o n presented here.
A bounded automorphic form of dimension zero is constant, M. I. Knopp , J. Le hn e r, and M. Newman, Duke Math. J. 32, No.3, 457-460 (Sept . 1965) . It is proved that a bounded automo rphi c form of dimension zero is constant. It is shown that thi s implies the known result that an abelian integral of the first kind on a compact Ri e mann surface cannot have all real period s. Finally, a si mple proof is give n of the result that a bounded automorph ic fun c ti on is con stant.
Density di sll-ibution of polymer segm e nts in th c vicinity of an absorbing inte l-face, C. A. J. Hoe ve, J. Chem. P1lYs. 4_ 3, No.9 , 3000-3008 (Nov. 1, 1965) . At a small di stance from the inte rface corres pondin g to th e e ffective thic kn ess of th e segme nt s, th e de ns ity drops sudd e nl y by an amount that is the greate r, th e stiffe r the c hain . Beyond thi s di sta nce th e de nsity is expon e ntial in the di sta nce from the inte rface for long c hain s and re lativ e ly wea k adsorptio n.
Elastic stress-strain relation s in p e rfect e las tic fluid s, B. Bernstein, E. Kearsley , a nd L. Zapas, Trans_ Soc. Rheol. 9, Pt . 1,2 7-39 (1965) . Th e theory of pe rfect elas ti c fluid s dea ls with the non·equilibrium thermo(lynami cs of finit e vi scoelasti c deformatio n. Th e th e rm ody· namics of finit e e las ti c stra in a nd of I)e rfect elasti c Auids a re di scussed. It is shown that th e stress-s train re la tion s for pe rfec t elastic fluid s ma y be writte n in a way whi ch appea rs form a ll y ide nti cal to those in e lilstic it y th eo ry , but t he form of thi s de pe nd e nce de pe nd s on pas t hi story.
Error bounds for asymptotic solutions of second-order difderential e quation s having an irreg ular singularity of arbitrary rank, r. W. J. Olve r and r. S te nge r, J . SIAM , Ser. B. 2, No.2 , 244-249 (1965) . Strict e rror bounds are establi shed for th e well-known asymptotic expansions of solutions of the differential eq uation
for large valu es of z, real or com plex, where
.' i=o k be in g an arbitrary non-negative int eger, and f " gs co nstants .
'Estimation of the parameters of th e Hype l--Poisso n dist.-ibution, E. L. Crow and C. E. Bardwe ll (Proc. Symp. Classical and Contagions Discrete Distribution, Montreal, Canada, Aug. 15-20, /963), cit. V, jJjJ. 127-/40 (Statisti cal Publ. Soc., Calcutta, India, 1965) . Th e hype r· Poi sson family of di sc re te di stributi o ns, a two·parame ter ge ne ralization of the Poisson distribution s, was introduced.recen tl)' by the authors (Journal of the American Stati stical Association, 59, . Marc h 1964). In this paper six differe nt pairs of estimators (includ· in g four proposed in th e previous paper) for the two parame ters are l>rese nted a nd di sc ussed: maximum likelihood, two mome nts, three' mome nts, two mo me nts plu s zeroth frequency, mean plus first two freq ue nc ies, a nd two frequencies only. Three of these pairs are giv e n by s impl e explic it formulas. Asymptotic variances are obta in ed for th e t.hree-moment estimators, and e mpirical variances for the three pairs of explicit estimators. Some of the estimators are applied to fiv e examples of experime ntal or survey data.
Generalized functions of symmetric matrices, M. Marcus and M. Newman, Proc. Am. Math. Soc. 16, No.4 , [826] [827] [828] [829] [830] . Among other re sults, the following is proved: Le t A be a symmetric matrix with positive entries. Then a diagonal matrix D exists having positive di agonal elements such that the matrix DAD IS doubly stochasti c.
Inequalities for permane nts and pe.-manental minors, R. A. Brualdi and M. Ne wm a n, Proc. Cumb o Phil. Soc. 61, 741 -746 (Jan. 1966) . Th e prin cipal res ult of this pa pe r is th at for all non-negative do ublystoc hastic matrices A a nd all a suc h that 0 .;;; a ';;; 1, pe r(al + (I -a)A) .;;; a + (1 -a)pe r(A), wh e re per(A) de notes th e pe rman e nt of A.
Normal s ubgroups of th e modula.-groUI) whi c h are not co ngru e n ce subgroups, M. Newman, Proc. Am. Mctth. Soc. 16, No.4 , 83 1-832 (Aug. 1965) .
A ne w family of no rm a l sub groups of finit e ind ex in th e modular group whic h are not co ngru ence s ubgroups, is giv e n.
On the asyml)totic solutions of second-order differential eq uation s having an irregular si ngula.-ity of rank one, with an application to Whittake r functions, F . W. J. Olver,}. SIAM , Ser. B. 2, No . 2; 225-243 (1965) . S tri ct e rror bounds a re establi s hed for the well-known asy mptotic exp a nsions of so luti ons of th e diffe re nti a l equ a tio n
for la rge valu es of z, real or com ple x, where
and ;', gs are constants.
Real two=' dimensional representation~ of the modular group and relate d groups, J. Le hne r and M. Newman, Am. J. M ath. 87, No.4 , ?45-954 (Oct. 1965) .
( 0 1) The . princ ipal res ult proved is the fo llowing: Put T = _ 1 0 '
Cp-{T, Rp} wh ere p ~ 1. Then (i) Gp is th e free produ ct of a c yclic group of order 2 and a cyclic group of order 3, (ii) Cp is a dis c rete group , (iii) e very discret e faithful representation of th e modular group r by real 2 X 2 matrices is conjugate to Cp for some p ;. 1, and (iv) Gp and C" are conj ugate for p, (T ; . 1 if an d
The fundamental solution and Huygen's principle for dccomposable differential operators, J. E. Lagnese, Archive Rat.
Meck. Anal. 19, No.4, [299] [300] [301] [302] [303] [304] [305] [306] [307] /965) . A nonparabolic linear: partial differcilti.aJ operator L of seco nd order is called decomposable if there is a coordinate system in th e Rie mann space (the metric of which is defined by the coefficients of terms of second order) in which L has the form L = 2 + 2 and such that the same independent variable does not appear in both 2 and 2. This paper is concerned with such operators and the principle result is an identity which relates' in a rather simple manner the coefficients of the fundamental solutions (in the sense of Hadamard and Courant) of the three operator~2, 2, and L. 181-188 (jan. 7,1966) . Mean lives of a number of electronically excited atomic levels in Ne I have been determiiled using a method of delayed coincidence. Foljo,\,il)g a detailed description of the experimental procedure and a discussion of a series of trial runs in He I, the measured values of the mean lives of the 2p, through 2p., 3pt. 3plO, and 4d; (Paschen notation) levels in neutral neon are given. These lifetimes, determined from transitions with associated wavelengths extending from =3400
to =6400 A, ranged in value from = 14 to =500 nsec. Morphological classification in the National Bureau of S tandards mechanical translation system. L. F. Meyer, J. Assoc. Compt. Mach . 12 , No.4 , 437-472 (Oct . 1965) . I n linguistic work , morphology is the study of the rules by which words undergo changes in fo rm. Morphological classification is the systematic organization of these rules. A detailed account of the morphological classification for Russian is given as used in the National Bureau of Standards project on the mechanical translation of Russian into English. The account includes the heuristic reasoning from which the classification system evolved, as well as complete classification tables, a description "of the method of their con~truc ·tion, and some examples of their use.
Error bounds for asymptotic expansions of special functions in the complex plane, F. W. J. Olver, Proc. Symp. on Error in Digital Computation, U. S. Army Research Cenler, Madison, Wisconsin, April 26-28, 1965 , Vol. 2, pp. 55-75 (john Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, N, Y. , 1965 . Error bounds are given for a number of different types of asymptotic expansion derived from (i) the solution of ordinary lin ear differential equations of the second order, (ii) infinite int egral s. Similarities between the results are discussed, and applications to the special functions of mathematical physics indicated. Much of the paper is in the nature of a survey, but new results are given for asymptotic solutions, with respect to a parameter, in a region containing a regular singularity of th e differential equation, and also for the asymptotic expansion of a simple int egral of Laplace type.
New approach to the theory of fluctuations in a plasma, l. Weinstock, Phys. Rev. 139, No. 2A , A388-A393 (july 19, 1965) .
A rigorous but simple method is presented for calculating autocorrelation functions (fluctuations) of nonequilibrium plasmasincluding inhomogeneous and non stationary plasmas -in external fields . This method is based upon the derivation of an exact and remarkably simple formal relation between autocorrelation functions and the usual one-particle distribution function /, (R, v, I) for an explicitly defined initial value. This relation explicitly reduces the problem of calculating fluctuation spectra to the problem of solving the usual kinetic equations for J,(R, v. I ). Consequently, the central quantity of fluctuation theory is one and th e same with the central quantity of kinetic theory, and the two th eories are completely and explicitly united, To first order in the plasma parameter it is shown that one need only solve the linearized Vlasov equation for JdR. v, I), and when this solution is substituted into our formal relation we obtain a general formula for autocorrelation functions which is valid for nonstationary systems and includes the effects of the transverse motion of the plasma in addition to the longutudinal motion. For stationary systems this formula approaches the numerous calculations of previous authors in the limits where the transverse terms vanish. As a result of the transverse terms, the spectrum of scattered light can have resonant peaks at frequencies 'which correspond to transverse modes of oscillation as well as to the well-known longitudinal modes.
Theory of relaxation in a group of weakly coupled systems, R. L. Peterson, Phys. Rev. 139; No. 4A, A1l51-A1l55 (Aug. 1965) . A general formalism for computing relaxation times characterizing two or more weakly coupled macroscopic systems is presented. The physical nature of the systems is arbitrary, although applications to spin systems are briefly discussed. The main assumptions are that each system is internally in equilibrium with a well-defined temperature, that the systems are weakly coupled to one another, and that the Hamiltonians of the systems form a commuting set. No high-temperature approximations are used. The formalism is presented in an effort to unify in part the approaches which have been developed for many special physical situations, and to show the form some relaxation times take when the high-temperature approximations are not used. It is shown that when one of two coupled systems is a "Zeeman" system, the (spin) relaxation time is proportional to the magnetic adiabatic susceptibility.
On radiation of electromagnetic and electroacoustic waves in a plasma, J. R. Wait, Appl. Sci. Res. 11, Sec, B., 423-432 (June 11. 1965 ).
Radiation from current distributions in lossless compressible plasma media is considered. A linearized theory is used such that the isotropic electron plasma is regarded as a single fluid continuum. It is found that a considerable portion of the power is radiated as an electro acoustic-type wave. So me s pecialized results of other investigators are recovered.
Other NBS Publications Automotive lifts, CS142-65 (Sept. 1, 1965) , 10 cents. Supersedes CSI42-62. Acrylonitrile·butadiene·styrene (ABS) plastic drain, waste, and vent pipe and fittings, CS270-65 (Apr. 1, 1965 
